
 

Literacy 
We will begin by reading ‘Jemmy Button’ and 

use this text to help us consider how 
characters react to different settings. After 

that we will be looking at persuasion texts 
and write our own text persuading people to 

visit Brazil. We will also look at writing a 
persuasive letter highlighting the fate of 

families in Brazil’s favelas. 
 

We will also continue to develop our spelling, 
punctuation and grammar skills and apply 

these to our writing. 

Numeracy 
We will begin the term by exploring 

fractions, including counting in fractions, 
finding fractions that are greater than 

one, adding and subtracting fractions and 
solving problems that involve finding 

fractions of quantities. 
 

We will then move on to learning about 
decimals. This will include pictoral and 
practical representations of a whole, 

tenths and hundredths.  
 

RE 
We will be learning about different festivals and 

celebrations 
 within religions, including Diwali, Pesach and Easter. 

Music 
Samba Drumming 

We will be continuing with our Samba drumming 
sessions culminating in a performance, towards the 

end of term. 

Art 
We will be producing a piece of art inspired 

by Rousseau’s ‘Surprise’. We will also be 
designing and making a Brazilian carnival 

headdress to wear at our Samba Drumming 
performance. Spanish 

We will be learning to tell the time in Spanish and 
use this to describe events that happen at 

different times of the day. 

PE 
We will be learning different skills needed to play 

Qwik Cricket – catching, throwing and batting. 
 

Science 
Solids, liquids and gases 

We will investigate how temperature can 
cause materials to change state. We will 
accurately use thermometers to measure 
temperature and link this to weather in 

different parts of the world. We will also 
investigate evaporation and link this to the 

water cycle. 
 

PSHE 
Our focus is ‘Healthy Me’ and we will look at our 
friendships groups and the roles we play in them; 
facts about the impact smoking and alcohol have on 
our health and how to deal with difficult situations. 

Geography 
We will be comparing life in Brazil with 

our own lives in the UK. We will 
particularly focus on similarities and 

differences between life in the UK and in 
Brazil. 

ICT 
We will use programming software to write 

code to move an onscreen turtle. 
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